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Our main goal with this project was to design an outdoor based program that will offer an

alternative setting that will meet the diverse needs of our students. We wanted to develop

learning opportunities that would incorporate cross-curricular competencies and encourage

multi-age experiences for all students. In order to reach these goals, we had in mind to

develop an outdoor education program and apply for a “projet particulier”, offering this new

way of doing things to everyone in the school, with a strong focus on cycle 1.

We spent the first two days really wrapping our heads around the endless possibilities and the

different ways that we could extend the benefits of outdoor education to a greater part of our

school population. We brainstormed ideas of themes, of set-ups, of activities, or even ways to

divide up the year that would follow nature’s rhythm more closely. It was a challenge to find

how we could connect all of these super important ideas together and ensure that the big

change that we wanted to propose to the school staff would be well received and endorsed by

most. Being given the opportunity to sit down together and share our ideas, see how we can

overcome obstacles, brainstorm ideas of ways we can set up our school, was invaluable.

After doing some research, sharing the resources we found and many discussions, we decided

to join the program “Santé globale”. We had an information meeting with the Fondation Santé

globale. We loved the way they support the schools who join the program. We thought that

was the best first step to take to integrate outdoor education slowly for every student at L.E.S.

We had a consultation with the staff and everyone voted to join the program! This is when

Tracy Bingham, our physical education teacher, replaced Alana Russell in the PDIG. We all

agreed that it made more sense to include Tracy in the planning process for next year.

We therefore had a big launch and announced our move to the school population. We took the

rest of that day to start planning our activities for next year. We have certain requirements we

need to meet in order to obtain our Santé globale recognition. One of those requirements is to

offer outdoor activities to all children and increase the amount of time spent outdoors for all.

We had the creative idea of doing this in French, second language. By offering a period of



outdoor education in French to all levels, we are not reducing the minutes of any subject, but

rather improving the French program and making it more meaningful for the children. We are

very excited about this idea and cannot wait to get it going!

We know that we diverted quite a bit from our original idea of starting a brand new program

and applying for a projet particulier. However, we see how joining the Santé globale program

clearly meets our goals and offers the support that is much needed in our school community, in

order for outdoor education to be well accepted and integrated into every class’ culture.

Therefore, we consider that the goals of this PDIG are clearly met and surpassed.

The teachers participating in this PDIG gained incredible confidence and knowledge about the

Santé globale program and the wonderful world of outdoor education. We created a bank of

resources that are rich and varied. We trust that our colleagues will jump on board with the

excitement of being part of a greater community, the Santé globale family. We already feel very

welcome! We are the second English school to join the program and we will happily help

translate some of the incredible resources they offer.

We are very thankful for the time that this PDIG allowed us to take to brainstorm, to push our

thinking, to reflect on our ideas, to narrow it down to finally choose to join the Santé globale

program. We are open to sharing the process and the amazing resources we found along the

way with teachers who are looking for ways to improve their offer of outdoor education.

MERCI!

Isabelle, Sigal, Alana and Tracy


